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It’s an exciting time at Horizon Housing
Society. We have a new strategic plan
and a focused direction for growth.
We are moving ahead to create homes
for more people in need.
We continue to focus on strengthening our partnerships
and supporting our people to make a measurable impact.
By working together, our strengths are realized.
Through partnership, collaboration and cooperation,
the individuals and families who make their homes
with us have a solid foundation from which to
build their lives.
This year we celebrate the power of partnerships.
Because together, we make home possible.

OUR

OUR

VISION

MISSION

VALUES

All people with special
needs are living in
appropriate homes
integrated within our
community.

To provide appropriate
homes in an integrated
environment to persons with
mental health challenges
or other special needs.

Our People
Our Tenants
Our Quality Homes
Our Partnerships
Our Sustainability

Ian MacDonald served on Horizon
Housing Society’s Board of Directors

Together

for eight years, and became Board

KIM O’BRIEN, CEO
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As I look back on the past year, it is rewarding
to know that the spirit of collaboration and
partnership is alive and well in our city.
Horizon Housing’s most significant
advancement over the past year was commencement
of construction on our 161-unit development
in Glamorgan, which illustrates the power of
collaboration and the fact that it takes much
more than one single organization to create real
community-based solutions. With the provincial
government’s support as an important fiscal driver
behind this project, the community and the City
were also with us to support development and
approval stages and provide valuable input on
building and site design. Our Board and committee
members shared their expertise with us, as did
our architect and project management partners.
Donations through RESOLVE, such as the generous
gift from RBC, have paved the way to financial
sustainability, allowing us to ensure rents remain
affordable. And we couldn’t have done it without
our dedicated development partner, Silvera for
Seniors. This project is such a strong example of
what it means to come together to create real
solutions for people in need.
While the project has been a focal point in
our year, we must never lose sight of the need
to have a solid foundation by maintaining a strong
financial position and improving our day-to-day
operations and tenant services. Our growth depends
on it. As an example, last year we invested in a
software system that reduces the time it takes
to respond to tenant requests and improves our
reporting and data analysis capabilities.

President in 2013. Prior to retiring,
he was a Partner and Chartered
Mediator with Field Law.
Ian believed home held the power
of opportunity and could offer people
the chance to make a real difference
in their community. His contributions
have become interweaved into the
fabric of Horizon Housing Society.

Affordable housing is
essential for everyone.
Without a roof overhead,
a place you are proud
to call home, it is nearly
impossible to make a
positive contribution
to society or achieve
your full potential.”
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We Make
Home
Possible

IAN R. MACDONALD, Q.C.
1951 - 2017
IN MEMORIAM

– Ian MacDonald

We are exceptionally grateful for
the time and talent he gave.

BOARD MEMBERS

This past year, we also celebrated 40 years
of providing affordable homes in our community.
We shared this milestone with Horizon Housing’s
founders, partners and community who have, over
the years, supported our efforts to provide and
advocate for our community’s most vulnerable.
When the Prime Minister and federal cabinet
invited Horizon Housing to speak to them during
their retreat in Calgary, we urged them to be
nimble, that in developing a national housing
strategy, the time was now to support our
city’s changing landscape. Provincially, as a new
affordable housing strategy is created, we have
expressed our view that the non-profit sector
is the most efficient provider of housing and
supports. And here in the city, much progress
occurred on the Corporate Affordable Housing
Strategy and we were pleased to have a hand
in those advancements.
As the Glamorgan Project takes shape in the
coming year, we continue to look at additional ways
we can meet the needs of our city into the future.
We gather ongoing input from our stakeholders
on what housing and support models work best,
what is needed in our communities, and how we
can create flexible affordable housing options.
None of this progress could have happened
without our people: our employees are the heart
and soul of Horizon Housing. And no one person
exemplifies this more than our Operations Manager,
Jamal Afech, who has recently retired after working
with us for over 32 years. I never put my head on
the pillow at night without knowing if something
happened, he would be the first to arrive.

Ian MacDonald
(1951 – 2017),
President
Bryan Romanesky,
Incoming President
Don Peard,
Vice President
Alisha Reynolds,
Secretary
Wade Paget,
Treasurer
Deborah Durda

I am so appreciative of him: Jamal is a special
person, whose legacy will always be a part of
our work.
Another individual whose legacy will live on
was Ian MacDonald, President of our Board. He
passed away in April and I am thankful for his
support to me, personally, and to our organization.
Ian, a deeply philosophical man, tremendously
valued our culture and the contributions of our
employees. Succession and planning for the future
was important to him and because of that, Bryan
Romanesky, our incoming Board President, is
well prepared and has great energy to advance
our mission.
Horizon Housing’s mission is to provide
appropriate homes in an integrated environment
to people with mental health challenges and other
special needs. We exist to serve these individuals
and we are successful as a result of our strong
partnerships and the spirit of collaboration that is
thriving in our city. Together, we are all committed
to making home possible.

Bev Forsyth
Simone Hughes
Derek Koppe
Lorraine Mooney
Ian Nash
Mike Nerbas
Kelly Tabor
Kathy Yuen
Hilary Zaharko
Kim O’Brien,
Ex Officio
Back Row (left to right):
Lorraine Mooney, Deborah
Durda, Don Peard, Hilary
Zaharko, Alisha Figley,
Mike Nerbas
Front Row: Simone
Hughes, Kelly Tabor, Kim
O’Brien, Bryan Romanesky,
Bev Forsyth
Missing: Derek Koppe,
Ian Nash, Wade Paget,
Kathy Yuen
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WHO DO WE SERVE?

38% 35% 27%
SINGLE MALES

FAMILIES

%

3%

38%

38%

LOW INCOME

35%
INDIVIDUALS WITH
MENTAL HEALTH
CHALLENGES

6% 6
%

4

(couples, single mothers,
single fathers, families
with children)

SINGLE FEMALES

8%
INDIVIDUALS WITH
A BRAIN INJURY

8%

Together
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We Serve
Calgarians
in Need

6%
35

%

($486/month)
compared to Calgary

($1,050/month)
and also Alberta

($1,003/month)

INDIVIDUALS WITH A
PHYSICAL DISABILITY

6%

GLORIA, TENANT, HORIZON HOUSING

SENIORS

Scholarly Youth Has
Hope for Her Future

MARKET

In 2015, Gloria moved from living with her
mother in Beijing to stay with her father
in Fort McMurray. After some difficult times,
she went to a youth shelter run by Wood’s Homes,
where she lived for a year. The Fort McMurray
fires resulted in Gloria coming to the Wood’s
Homes shelter in Calgary. Two months later, she
was offered an apartment with Horizon Housing
as part of Wood’s New Horizons program. Gloria,
now 18 and about to graduate, has lived there
for eight months.
When asked to describe the past turmoil,
the soft-spoken Gloria says, “I am tough.” Her
goal remains to get an education. “I am trying
so hard in my studies and I get excellent marks
at school, like 99% in sciences and math.” Gloria
was recently accepted into the nursing program
at Mount Royal University, receiving a president’s
scholarship. Even with multiple offers from other
post-secondary schools, she wants to stay in
Calgary to show appreciation to the community
that has supported her.

Average rent for a one bedroom

4%
3%
YOUNG ADULTS

Because this is the first time Gloria has lived
independently, the Wood’s staff helped her
move and get set up: she is learning how to
cook. Speaking about Horizon Housing’s Building
Managers, she says, “When they see me in the
hall they always say hello and ask me if I need
anything. It feels like home.”
Gloria says, “I feel like this place is for people
who want to change, restart or reorganize their
life. If I didn’t have this opportunity, I would be
in a shelter. Here I have a home.”
Regularly, Gloria chats with her mother back
in Beijing. “There was a lot going on in my family
so she was frustrated and worried about me.
It is so far away so she couldn’t do anything.
She is proud of me and I want to bring her here
some day.”
“I really appreciate and am thankful for what
I have right now. Life is full of hope. There are
always people that are positive and encourage
you. I feel excited.”

I really appreciate and am thankful
for what I have right now. Life is
full of hope. There are always people
that are positive and encourage you.
I feel excited.
– Gloria
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EMPLOYEE
ENGAGEMENT
SURVEY
HIGHLIGHTS

“My job gives
me a sense
of personal
satisfaction.”

WHITNEY COUSINS AND SARAH THOMSON,
TENANT SERVICES TEAM, HORIZON HOUSING

Working Together to
Welcome People Home
While Whitney Cousins is relatively new to
Horizon Housing’s team, she brings a wealth
of experience from other non-profit agencies.
As Tenant Services Coordinator, she is the first
point of contact when a tenant like Gloria is
referred to Horizon Housing by a partner agency
like Wood’s Homes.
Also at the front end of a tenant’s journey
is Administrative Services Coordinator, Sarah
Thomson. Sarah came to Horizon Housing with
an abundance of administrative skills and an
enthusiasm to learn more about the non-profit sector.
At Horizon, she prepares tenant lease agreements
and, as a Commissioner of Oaths, helps tenants
complete their application documents.
“Meeting tenants face-to-face is one of the
best parts of my job,” Sarah explains. “Our tenants
aren’t any different from anyone else – they just
need a bit of help to find and secure a home.”
Whitney elaborates, “We look at each tenant
as a unique and whole person. Providing safe and
stable housing really can set the tone for the rest
of their lives.”
Being in need of housing can happen quite
quickly, when people’s worlds turn upside down.
Whitney and Sarah recall a tenant who was a
successful independent businessman, but when

87%

the economy turned, the only shelter he had for
him and his family was their van.
They describe their colleagues as being a close
group who get an amazing amount of work done.
Sarah says, “Horizon Housing values its people
and is committed to providing what we need, like
training, so we can successfully serve our tenants.”
Whitney also appreciates how closely
Horizon Housing works with its partner agencies.
“If there are any struggles, we’re quick to seek
support from our partner agencies – both for
ourselves and for the tenant.” She attributes this
willingness to collaborate as one of the many
reasons people are successful when they make
their homes with Horizon.
When asked what they think the general
public should know about affordable housing,
Whitney and Sarah have much to say.
Sarah explains, “We take pride in going
above and beyond to treat our tenants with respect,
dignity and compassion: at Horizon Housing, you’re
not just a number. Our tenants can turn to us if
they need support.”
Whitney adds, “We shouldn’t turn away from
those who are homeless or those at risk of losing
their home. Affordable housing is so important
for a good life.”

“Horizon Housing
inspires and
motivates me to
‘go the extra mile’
in my work.”

80%

SOLOMON MESHESHA AND ALI SADAKA,
BUILDING MANAGER TEAM, HORIZON HOUSING

It Takes a Team to
Create Quality Homes
A good life starts with a quality home.
Building Managers Ali Sadaka and Solomon
Meshesha work as a team at one of Horizon
Housing’s buildings.
As a tight knit pair, they put their heart
and soul into making the 95-unit building a safe
and stable home for their tenants. While the bricks
and mortar need day-to-day care and upkeep,
Ali and Solomon work together to get to know
tenants and provide a great experience for them as
they establish their homes and lives at the building.
Ali says, “He (Solomon) is our handyman
and is a hard worker. We save a lot of money
because Solomon is here.” Solomon smiles at
Ali’s description and says, “He is a strong person.
When people come into the office, they don’t
leave upset, because Ali always offers a solution.”
“It’s important for us to understand where
our tenants are coming from. Maybe they lost a
job or had something happen to them,” explains
Solomon. Partner agencies are a key connection
point between Horizon Housing’s Building
Managers and tenants. “In some cases, having
a home is a new experience. We work with the
support agencies to help them be successful,”
said Ali.

“I receive the support
and training I need
to do my job well.”

90%

“I understand how
my work contributes
to Horizon Housing’s
vision, mission,
values and goals.”

84%

Ali recalls one tenant, “As he took a picture
of himself in front of his new apartment, he started
crying and said he was going to stay here until he
dies. While it was a small apartment, it was heaven
for him.”
Ali, who lives with his family in the building,
is available for tenants after hours too. “If for
some reason, I don’t hear the phone, the next
thing I know Solomon is right there,” says Ali.
Both speak to the good relationship they have
with the rest of Horizon Housing’s team. Solomon
elaborates, “They are nice people. If there is
a problem, we can talk to them and they will
understand and support us.”

In some cases, having
a home is a new experience.
We work with the support agencies
to help them be successful.
– Ali Sadaka
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We Create
Quality
Affordable
Homes
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CALGARY SENIORS’ RESOURCE SOCIETY
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THE MUSTARD SEED
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– Christina Rider
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Aspen Family &
Community Services
Brenda Strafford Society
Calgary Catholic
Immigration Society
Calgary Housing Company
Calgary John Howard Society
Calgary Urban Project
Society

Discovery House
Highbanks Society
Inn from the Cold
McMan Youth, Family
and Community Services
Association
MESH

Celebrating Small
Victories and Big Potential
Wood’s Homes has operated the New
Horizons program with Horizon Housing
for seven years. Through the program’s
12 units, including an office space in the building,
Wood’s works with youth from 18 – 24 years of
age. Walking into the office is a breath of fresh air.
According to Christina Rider, Team Leader
for New Horizons, “The goal is to provide stability
for these young people so they can work on
themselves in a safe, comfortable place.”
About Horizon Housing she says, “This program
wouldn’t exist without them (Horizon Housing).
They understand our population and really trust
and appreciate the work we do.”
The onsite office is staffed by Christina
and her colleagues from 8:30 a.m. to 8:30 p.m.
Monday to Friday. “It allows us to work with
our youth on developing basic life skills, like
keeping a clean apartment, preparing meals,
connecting to resources like mental health
and being a good neighbour,” she explains.
Because, in most cases, this is the first
time these young people have lived on their

Alpha House Society

Children’s Cottage Society

CHRISTINA RIDER, TEAM LEADER
WOOD’S HOMES

No one would choose to have
their experiences. Let’s provide
opportunities so they can feel
successful and reach their
full potential.

Alberta Health Services
– Assertive Community
Treatment
The Alex, Pathways
to Housing

ACCESSIBLE HOUSING

153

UNIVERSAL REHABILITATION SERVICE AGENCY

# OF UNITS EACH PARTNER
AGENCY SUPPORTS:
CANADIAN MENTAL HEALTH ASSOCIATION

Together

OUR REFERRING PARTNERS
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We Provide
More Than
a Roof

11
OTHER AGENCIES
WE WORK WITH

Society of St. Vincent de Paul
Sonshine Community
Services
Wood’s Homes
YWCA

own, Christina says it can be a learning process.
“If there are issues,” she says, “Horizon’s onsite
Building Managers are there right away to work
on solutions.” Other tenants have welcomed the
youth with open arms. She says, “What’s awesome
is that you don’t know what agencies people
are connected to. They are just a neighbour: the
anonymity and integration is like a clean slate.”
There are currently about 45 youth in Calgary
waiting for housing. The process to refer them
to housing is coordinated through the homelessserving sector.
If Christina could talk directly to the public
about these youth, her message would be,
“No one would choose to have their experiences.
Let’s provide opportunities so they can feel
successful and reach their full potential.”
When asked what keeps her motivated,
Christina explains it is about having unconditional
hope in the individual and remembering to
celebrate the successes, no matter how small.
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OF TENANCY

ANNE, TENANT, HORIZON HOUSING,
AND COMMUNITY ADVOCATE

Advocating
for Home
As a tenant with Horizon Housing for over
seven years, Anne is a woman of many talents,
who appreciates how Horizon cares about
its people and buildings.
“It’s clean and safe. If there are any issues,
Ali and Solomon (the Building Managers) are right
there. If I need to change a light bulb, they tell me
don’t you dare do it without us.”
Anne, as a mother who raised three daughters,
chuckles and says, “We joke around. I tell them,
‘Cut your being cheeky!’ Then we all laugh. It’s
more like a family.”
She brings that same feeling of family to her
neighbours in the building.
“I know a lot of them and give treats to their
dogs or am here if they have a delivery. One of my
neighbour’s sons helps me take out the garbage.”
Anne’s day-to-day life took a sudden turn
in 1993, when she went in for an operation and
woke up very ill. She has suffered with debilitating
fibromyalgia ever since.

Although Anne is no longer employed as a
social worker, her energy is far from diminished.
As a self-described “dog with a bone,” she has
made it her mission to change the negative
financial impacts when seniors transition from
Assured Income for the Severely Handicapped
(AISH) to Old Age Security (OAS). Horizon Housing
has been a supportive partner.
“Kim (O’Brien) and Scott (Corner) have been
a real support to my cause. And I believe my voice
is being heard at the Provincial Government –
which is a big thing.”
With a zest for life, Anne is also a painter,
jewellery maker, sculptor and poet. At the
celebration of its 40th anniversary in 2016,
Anne wrote a poem and had it signed by Horizon
Housing’s four founders. The poem is called
“Home” and it hangs in Horizon Housing’s office
for all to read.
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We Provide
More Than
A Roof

Anne has made it her mission
to advocate on behalf of lowincome seniors. Horizon Housing
has been a supportive partner.

Together
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We are
Champions
for Home
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15,600
CALGARY HOUSEHOLDS AT
RISK OF HOMELESSNESS

3,555

ABOUT HALF OF PEOPLE
EXPERIENCING HOMELESSNESS
IN CALGARY HAVE JOBS,
BUT STILL CANNOT AFFORD
TO HOUSE THEMSELVES

IT COSTS

$55,000

A YEAR TO SHELTER AND
SUPPORT A HOMELESS PERSON

HOMELESS PEOPLE
IN CALGARY

BUT ONLY

$21,000
A YEAR TO PROVIDE
A HOME

=

THAT’S

$34,000
SAVED PER HOMELESS
PERSON EVERY YEAR!

BERYL OSTROM, PRESIDENT, GLAMORGAN
COMMUNITY ASSOCIATION

Welcoming Calgarians
in Need With a Hand Up

There is a need in this town for all
ages – people who are unable to work
or have fallen on bad times. It’s a hand
up in the form of housing for all of us.

| HORIZON HOUSING SOCIETY

– Beryl Ostrom
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As an active member of the Glamorgan
Community Association, on and off the Board
for 25 years, current President Beryl Ostrom
has seen many project proposals. Her words of
wisdom when it comes to community engagement
is to do the work up front. In the case of Horizon
Housing’s Glamorgan Project, Beryl appreciates
how “they did it the right way.”
“These folks really wanted to do it properly,”
says Beryl. “They came with the whole proposal
and described their vision. They listened to us and
mitigated our concerns.”
Beryl loves living in the Glamorgan community,
because if there is something going on, people
come out to learn more: they want to know what
will directly impact them.
The community demographic is described by
Beryl as “the middle of the middle.” She explains
there are many who have a service background
employed as police, firemen, nurses, plumbers
and construction workers, to name just a few.
It’s not inconceivable that some community

members may actually work on Horizon Housing’s
Glamorgan Project.
Beryl is pleased that the neighbourhood
has a wide range of housing options. She is an
advocate for housing for low-income Calgarians
because it replaces some of the housing that
was taken away a long time ago.
“This project is badly needed,” she says,
“There is a need in this town for all ages – people
who are unable to work or have fallen on bad times.
It’s a hand up in the form of housing for all of us.”
With another Horizon Housing property a
few hundred yards away from its new development,
Beryl remarks that Horizon really manages its
buildings well.
Volunteering and community service is in
Beryl’s blood. “I learned from my parents that if
you want to beak off about something, you either
are part of the solution or the problem. You need
to educate yourself and get involved.”

17
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RESOLVE
DONORS

Jacki Riley

Marnie Schaetti, Canada ICI

Scott Clements

Christina Bouthillier

Jackie Lewis

Marsh Canada Ltd.

Scott Henuset

Christopher Haggis

Jacquie W

Martin Mathewson

Scott Viken

We sincerely appreciate
the generosity of every
donation that comes to
us through the RESOLVE
Campaign to make our
161-unit building a reality.
The following donors
made designated gifts
to Horizon Housing and
undesignated gifts to the
RESOLVE Campaign prior
to March 31, 2017.

Chubb Insurance Company
of Canada

James Gillies

Martin Olszynski

Sean & Amy Hurst

James K. Gray

Marty & Pam Proctor

Sean McBurney

Cindy Rutherford

James M. Clark

Mary Nobes

Shane M. MacLeod

Claire & James Tocher Family
Foundation at the Calgary
Foundation

Janet Speers

Shaw Communications Inc.

Jason Bednar

Matt Hopkins &
Marian Zlomislic

Jason Cowles

Matt Lannon

Shearer Licensed Interior
Design Inc.

Jason Dyck

Matthew Grieve

Sheila O’Brien

Jason Matthison

Maureen Stapleton

Sheryl Barlage

Jasprit Lail

Maurice McCaig

Simone Hughes

Jeff A Sterzuk

Mauro Family Fund at
the Calgary Foundation

Sonroc Group Ltd.

Mayfair Care Centre - Division
of Travois Holdings Ltd.

Star Concrete Floor
Treatments Inc.

McCreath Communications Ltd.

Stephanie & Brian Felesky

McLean Contracting

Stephen Lange

Megan Donnelly

Stephen Nikiforuk

Megan Eichhorn

Steve Clark

Metro Paving and
Roadbuilding Ltd.

Steve G. Snyder

Michael & Renae Tims

Storm Resources Ltd.

Michele Chiasson-Suart
& Glenn Suart

Supreme Windows
(Calgary) Inc.

Mike Dizep

Susan Waters

Mikey’s Juke Joint

Swisscan Holdings Corp.

MNP LLP

TAG Advertising

Natalie Vacha

Tandem Marketing Design Inc.

Nathan McCarrol

Tara Shaw

NATIONAL Public Relations Inc.

Target Project Management

Neil & Mildred Williams

TD Bank Group

Neil J. White Professional

Terence Rock

New Century Design Incl

The CORE Shopping Centre

Norrep Foundation

The Rennie Family

Kathy Yuen

NorthStar Ford Sales
(Calgary) Inc.

TinePublic Inc.

Kelly Ogle

Oliver Medic

Kelly Tabor

Olivia Popowich Real Estate Inc.

Kelwhit Enterprises Ltd.

Omar Masood
Osler, Hoskin & Harcourt LLP

Colin Marx
Colliers Project Leaders
Craig Senyk
Dale & Pat Burke
Dan Sears
Darren Morrison
David Andrews
David Fleming
David Hargrave

1080467 Alberta Ltd May Enterprises
A. Clark Roofing and Siding
Alan & Shelly Norris
Alan Travis
Alex Laidlaw
Alisha Figley
Andrew Jakubiz
Andrew MacNiven
Angie Hill

ALAN NORRIS, PRESIDENT AND CEO, BROOKFIELD
RESIDENTIAL PROPERTIES AND CHAIR, RESOLVE CAMPAIGN

ARC Resources Ltd.
Arianne & Tyler Brady
Arlene Adamson
Aviva Canada

RESOLVE: Making Calgary
a Better Home for Everyone
It was 2007 when Alan Norris was invited
by Jim Gray to a meeting of community
leaders to discuss homelessness. “I went
to the first meeting and discovered I was already
on the committee. I knew nothing about the
issue back then.”
A decade later, Alan, who is president and
CEO of Brookfield Residential Properties, has
a long list contributions, serving on the Board
of the Calgary Homeless Foundation (for a time
as the Chair) and leading to his current role
as Chair of the RESOLVE Campaign.
Horizon Housing is one of nine proud
members of RESOLVE, which is fundraising to
create affordable and supported rental housing
for up to 3,000 Calgarians (they are more than
halfway there). Horizon Housing, a proud partner
of the Campaign, is using the funds to support
its 161-unit Glamorgan Project.
Alan is a firm believer in an efficient and
nimble system of care, where nobody slips
through the cracks. This is one of the reasons

he is a big fan of RESOLVE. Along with fundraising
he says, “RESOLVE has driven valuable collaboration:
agencies are talking to each other more and crosscollaborating to better serve individuals in need. As
a partner in RESOLVE, Horizon Housing is committed
to working together to make a difference.”
Giving to the cause is what Calgary is all about,
according to Alan. “When I travel for work and talk
about the philanthropic efforts in Calgary, no other
city in North America comes close.” He also makes
sure his senior people give back in the areas they
are passionate about. Speaking of himself, Alan
says, “I’ve gotten to know some of the best people
in this city through doing non-profit work. These are
good, good people. It’s really enriched my life.”

When I travel for work and
talk about the philanthropic
efforts in Calgary, no other city in
North America comes close.
– Alan Norris

Axiom Builders Inc.
Basic Black Designs Inc.
Benevity Community
Impact Fund

David McIlveen
David McLean
David Smith
David Zaleschuk
Dean Martin
Deborah Chow-Fagan
Deborah Durda
Dennis & Susan Zentner
Dennis Plintz
Derek King & Shirley Cabrito
Derek Koppe
Diane Sutherland
Don Peard
Donald G. McLean
Doug Pinder
Douglas Temple
Duane Monea
Dustin Wilson

Jennifer Shirkey
Jertyne Interior Services Ltd.
Jill & Brian McColl
Jill & Gordon Rawlinson
Jim McCormick
Jim Pattison Group
Joe Sikina
John Christensen
John Haggis
John Hopkinson &
Associates Ltd.
John Ivankovic
Jorden Dawson
Joshua I. Selby
Joshua J. Marshall
Joyce Mildred Caswell
Jubilee Engineering Consultants
Justin Sather
Kahane Law Office
Karen Marinucci
Karen Young
Kathy Pare

Beth Frank

Ed Oke

Bev Forsyth

Elizabeth Ohlson

BILD - Calgary Region

Emily & Adam Martinson

Bill Pringle

Encana Corporation

Black Storm Investments Inc.

F. Sze-To

Ken Kempcke &
Brenda Mathenia

Blaine Holitzki

Field Law

Kevin Gordon

Blaine McGillivray

Field Management Services

Kevin Gregor

Blue Circle Insurance Brokers

FiveJay Investments Ltd.

Kidco Construction Ltd.

Boalta Contracting Ltd.

From the Queen of
Smoke Ins/Sharm

Kim O’Brien

Bob Hamilton
Borger Group of Companies
Brookfield Partners Foundation
Brookfield Residential
Properties Inc.

Gail Ksienski
Gibson Family Fund
Gord Coli
Gordon Otto

Brownlee LLP

Gordon Sand

Bruce Littke

Grace Cheung

Bryan Romanesky

Graham MacDonald

Bryce McLean

Graham O’Connor

Burnet, Duckworth
& Palmer LLP

Greg Forsgren

Kirk Morrison
Kristi Dryden
Kristina McAllister
Larry Adam
Laurie Edwards
Lawrence Leon
Leigh Peters

Paul Norris
Pemoco Ltd.

Source Media Group

Steven Paget

TNS Canada Ltd.
Tom & Kathy Pinder
Tom Booth
Tony Lefebre
Trail Appliances
Travelers Canada

Peter Darbyshire

Trisura Guarantee Insurance
Company

Randy Parkin

Tumbach Wright Family

Ray Poon

Tye Reidie

RBC Foundation
REC Media

Urban Development Institute
Edmonton Region

Reef Energy Services Inc.

Vasilia Kachmarski

RGO Products Ltd.

Viewpoint Foundation

Richard & Marnie Deschenes

Vitreo Group Inc.

Rick & Julie George

Walter & Irene DeBoni

Robert & Michele Michaleski

Walter MacDonald-Whitebear

Robert Easson

Wayne Bullard

Robert Laidlaw

Wayne Thrush

Robert Schmitz

Wayne Washington

Grit & Scott McCreath

Liberty International
Underwriters A division
of the Liberty Mutual
Insurance Company

Calfrac Well Services Ltd.

Guillermo Salazar

Linna Morgan

Robert Young

Weiss

Calgary Canucks

Gurpreet Lail

Lorenzo Donadeo

Robin Kidd

Wendy Beauchesne

Calgary Foundation

Hartel Holding Co. Ltd.

Lorne Heppner

Rocky Cross Construction

Werklund Foundation

Cambio Merchant Capital Inc.

Haskayne MBA Society

Lorraine McLean

Rogers Insurance Ltd.

West Creek Developments Ltd.

Cameron Bailey & Gelaine
Pearman

Helcim Inc.

Lorraine Mooney

Ron & Michelle Deyholos

Western Securities Ltd.

Hilary Zaharko

Lorraine Venturato

Ron Kneebone

Wild Rose Brewery

Canadian Natural

Hole In One Direct

Louise M Mackellar

Ronald Yager

William B. Lister

Casola Koppe Architech Ltd.

Iain Sneddon

Lydia Lytwyn

Royop Corporation

Woodside Golf Course Inc.

Catherine Harder

Ian MacDonald

M. Ann McCaig

Ryan Atkins

Yardstick Software Inc.

Catherine Kovacs

Indevelopments Corps

Madelyn McDonald

Ryan Ellson

Zakir Kanji

Cathy & Jim Peplinski

Intact Insurance

Marcelle Leveille

Ryan Pinder

Zeidler BKDI Architects

Chatterson Drive Inc.

Inter Pipeline Ltd.

Mark Bowman

Samuel W Shaw School

Zurich Canada

Chris Howard

J.M. Holowachuk
Professional Corporation

Mark Paslawski

Sara Taylor

Mark Sawyer

Sarah Goard-Baker

Chris Jung
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HORIZON HOUSING
PARTNERS WITH MANY
ORGANIZATIONS
COMMITTED TO MAKING
A DIFFERENCE
TENANT INITIATIVES
HARRY AND MARTHA COHEN
FOUNDATION

The following are examples
of organizations that have made
an impact in key areas
over the past year:

HORIZON
HOUSING’S
GENEROUS
DONORS
In-kind and monetary
donations from
April 1, 2016 to March 31, 2017
Thank You

Antica Renovation Group Ltd.

BROWNLEE LLP

Brand Alliance

REGGIN TECHNICAL SERVICES
INSPIRATION FLOORING
& DESIGN CENTRE

CAPITAL UPGRADES
GOVERNMENT OF ALBERTA –
ALBERTA CULTURE AND TOURISM
HOME DEPOT CANADA
FOUNDATION

GIFTS IN KIND

Brownlee LLP
Cal-Rid Exterminators Inc.
Canada Mortgage and Housing
Corporation
Central Roofing Ltd.
City of Calgary
Costco Wholesale Canada Ltd.
Craig Maimba

LUPI LUXURY HOMES

Dentons Canada LLP
Field Law LLP

HADDON OFFICE
FURNITURE LTD.

Fluorescent Man Lighting
Government of Alberta –
Culture and Tourism
Government of Alberta –
Seniors and Housing

JEFF BOYD, REGIONAL PRESIDENT FOR ALBERTA
AND THE TERRITORIES, RBC

Haddon Office Furniture Ltd.

Helping People Thrive
and Communities Prosper

STAFF DEVELOPMENT

Harry and Martha Cohen Foundation

MAX BELL FOUNDATION

Inspiration Flooring & Design Centre
James Electric Motor Services
John Kalyn
Kahanoff Centre for
Charitable Activities
Kickin' Kountry Dance Team
Kira Lagadin
Lupi Luxury Homes

Moving from Ottawa in 2014, one of the
first events Jeff Boyd, RBC Regional President
for Alberta and the Territories attended
was one acknowledging a $1 million donation
RBC made to Horizon Housing through the
RESOLVE Campaign.
Jeff explains that RBC agrees with the Housing
First approach, “the idea that you start with the
space and then through the other supports, you
work together to create a home.“
Over the past few years, Jeff has had more
opportunities to work with Horizon Housing’s
team and learn more about the Glamorgan Project.
He says, “The Horizon team is delightful and
really good to work with. It’s a solid team that
fills a really important space, serving a constituency
in our community that needs our support.”
The community relations work to advance
the Glamorgan Project stands out for him. “I love
the new project, but what I like the most is that
the community is really supportive. They (the
community) came with some great insights and

Horizon Housing made changes to the building.
Isn’t that a beautiful thing? People get it and
want to work together to support the project.”
“The need for more affordable housing in
Calgary is real,” says Jeff, adding that while there
may be higher vacancy, it can be a false promise
because it does not mean the housing is affordable.
“Calgary is an expensive place to live, so it’s very
possible too much of a person’s income can go
toward their accommodation.”
When considering solutions, he believes it will
take a lot of like-minded people coming together.
Jeff is hopeful this can happen, explaining, “There
is such a sense here in Calgary of people coming
together to support one another.” This includes
his colleagues at RBC. “I am really proud of our
folks: they are really reaching out and becoming
deeply involved. This is an example of RBC’s purpose
to help people thrive and communities prosper.”

Max Bell Foundation
McCarthy Tétrault LLP
Osler, Hoskin & Harcourt LLP
PriceWaterhouseCoopers LLP
Progressive Waste Solutions
Reggin Technical Services
Richard Akaszkiewicz
Sorrenti’s Catering
The Caliber Group
The Home Depot Canada Foundation
The Printing House
thyssenkrupp Elevator
Tim Hortons
Western Energy Services Corp.

Horizon Housing has a number
of donors who wish to remain
anonymous. Please know
we sincerely appreciate your
contribution. Horizon Housing
has made every effort to
ensure all donors are properly
recognized. If there is an error
or omission, please email
info@horizonhousing.ab.ca
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– Jeff Boyd, Regional President for
Alberta and the Territories, RBC
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I love the new project, but
what I like the most is that the
community is really supportive.
People get it and want to work
together to support the project.

Where collaboration
is taking us

In spring 2017, Horizon Housing broke ground
on its next affordable housing development,
a project that has quickly become an inspiring
example of the power of partnerships.
Horizon Housing’s Glamorgan Project is a
tangible instance of our provincial government
aligning its priorities with the generous spirit of
our community, non-profits, and business leaders
to bring real solutions to life.
As the development begins to take shape, it’s
easy to imagine the vibrant futures of the hundreds
of individuals and families who will eventually make
their homes with us. Together, we are building for
the future.

TENANTS
People with mental health
challenges, limited mobility,
low-income families and
seniors, the working poor
and others with a variety
of needs.

UNITS
161 (one-, two- and threebedroom units, threebedroom townhouses).

NEIGHBOURHOOD
Glamorgan (SW).

RENT
Average projected rent
is $625 (geared to about
30% of a tenant’s income)
depending on the unit.

PROJECT FEATURES
Barrier-free units, indoor and
outdoor community space,
office space and meeting space.

REFERRALS
Referred by a support partner.
Horizon Housing will use
specific criteria to determine
suitable housing.

SUPPORT SERVICES
Wide variety provided by
support partners, tailored
to a tenant’s needs.

ANTICIPATED
COMPLETION DATE
Fall 2018.
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THIS PAST YEAR, HORIZON HOUSING
CONTRIBUTED $531,415 TO ITS
PROPERTIES’ REPLACEMENT RESERVES
BRINGING THE TOTAL
TO $1.6 MILLION.

At Horizon Housing, we know financial
sustainability is the keystone to our success.
This success depends on a careful balance
between managing operational costs, offering
long-term affordable rents and planning for
the future.
Our focus on sustainability combined with
a time-tested operating model means we can
continue to operate as a trusted partner, caring
employer, and compassionate provider of quality
affordable homes.

CONDENSED STATEMENT OF OPERATIONS - MARCH 31, 2017 ($)
Rental revenue
Subsidy revenue
Grants, donations and fundraising
Interest
Other
Total revenues

Sharing community
spirit during the
Calgary Stampede
and Christmas
holiday season.

$531K

$1.6M

HHS

HWHS

2,790,032

725,228

858,749

674,274

10,949,403

4,621

57,411

4,128

310,977

135,422

14,966,572

1,543,673

INVESTING IN
QUALITY HOMES

$849,647
SPENT ON CAPITAL UPGRADES

Salaries and employee benefits

1,197,496

371,896

Repairs and replacements

616,585

185,762

Utilities

474,029

185,435

Interest on long term debt

323,185

27,730

Office and administration

326,877

108,599

80,936

20,329

Insurance
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THE FUTURE
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APRIL 1, 2016 TO MARCH 31, 2017

Property taxes

36,932

20,201

Bad debts

23,251

3,228

230,105

-

3,309,396

923,180

Excess of revenues over expenditures before amortization

11,657,176

620,493

Amortization

1,045,426

37,560

10,611,750

582,933

Fundraising expenses
Total expenditures before amortization

Excess of revenues over expenditures after amortization

For complete audited financial statements and the auditor’s opinion of both Horizon Housing Society
and Horizon West Housing Society, please visit our website at www.horizonhousing.ab.ca

2013

2014

2015

IN THE LAST

2016

2017

5 YEARS

$2.6M

SPENT ON CAPITAL UPGRADES

Celebrating
40 years as a
compassionate
provider of quality
affordable homes.

HORIZON HOUSING SOCIETY
#885, 105 12TH AVENUE SE
CALGARY, ALBERTA T2G 1A1
T 403.297.1746
F 403.297.1403
INFO@HORIZONHOUSING.AB.CA
HORIZONHOUSING.AB.CA

